
Activities using dice, dominoes and cards 
 
 

Rapid recall of multiplication and division facts 
 
 

Dice 
 

 Touchdown  
[game board, dice: roll dice onto game board; multiply two numbers together; 
keep a running total] 

 Snakes and Ladders 
[use two dice: for each turn, roll both dice; multiply numbers] 

 Gozinto 
[use two dice: roll dice, find total; cover a multiple of that total with a counter; 
winner is the first person to get 4 counters in a line] 

 Doubles race 
[3x3 grid, dice: roll dice, double and put number in grid; repeat to complete 
grid; roll dice, double and cross out that number if it is on the grid]  

 Line of three  
[game board, 0-9 dice x2: roll dice and multiply; claim square on game board if 
it matches dice product]  

 Bingo 
[4x2 grid, 1-10 cards: fill grid with eight multiples of chosen times table; card 
number is revealed; player crosses out corresponding multiple if it appears on 
the grid] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Dominoes 
 

 Building arrays 
[set off dominoes: reveal a domino and use to generate one/two-digit number; 
draw different arrays to describe the number] 

 Domino products 
[set of dominoes: play domino game; touching numbers must have an even 
product] 

 Doubles / Halves 
[set of dominoes: play domino game; touching numbers must be double/half of 
each other] 

 Making 3s 
[set of dominoes: take 6 dominoes; discard any dominoes that have a dot total 
that is a multiple of three – players have to say a x/÷ sentence to convince 
opponent(s)] 

 Domino multiplication 
[3x2 grid, set of dominoes: fill with six numbers that can be a product of the 
two numbers on any domino; turn over one domino and cross out if product is 
on the grid of numbers] 

 Target number 
[set of dominoes: agree target number; turn over three dominoes and 
calculate dot total for each one; use three numbers to make total as near as 
possible to target number] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Cards 
 

 Product totals 
[Cards 1-10: reveal six cards and make three pairs; find product of each pair 
and add three numbers; make largest / smallest possible total]  

 The big rectangle 
[Deck with picture cards removed: place remaining cards face up in a 4 x 10 
rectangle; dealer chooses two adjacent cards and multiplies them; players 
have to find two (adjacent) cards that have the same product as dealer] 

 Even product 
[Cards 1-10: find different ways of pairing all ten cards so that the product of 
each pair is an even number] 

 Deal all 10! 
[Cards 1-10: turn two cards over and place side by side; multiply numbers 
together; if correct, turn over a new card, place on top of one of the other 
cards and multiply numbers again; continue until all ten cards have been 
used] 

 Largest remainder 
[Cards 0-9: each player picks three cards & arranges them to make TU ÷ U 
that gives the largest possible remainder; first to 6 pts wins the game]  
NB Game can be varied by children collecting remainder of each calculation 
as pence.  Winner is first person to get a total of, say, 30p. 

 Closest to … 
[Cards 0-9: each player picks four cards & arranges them to make HTU ÷ U 
calculation; aim is to create a calculation that gives a product closest to 2000] 
 
 

 
 
Also Multiply / Divide by gameboard 


